
SOUTH CENTRAL RAILWAY 

HEADQUARTERS SAFETY ORGANISATION 

BI-MONTHLY SAFETY BULLETIN – NOVEMBER & DECEMBER 2020 

**** 

DETAILS OF ACCIDENTS AND UNUSUALS THAT TOOK PLACE 

DURING NOVEMBER & DECEMBER 2020 

 

1. Brief of the accident (Fire on train): On 03.11.2020 at about   13.45   hrs. at MED yard of HYB 

division, empty stabled coach No.SC/05275/WGSCN/CBC on road no.5 (MMTS line No.1) 

caught fire. SM/MED came to know about the incident at about 13.45 hrs.  10 Empty CBC 

coaches were stable on Spur Line No.1, in which rearmost coach caught fire. No obstruction 

was noted to through traffic. 

Cause of the Accident: Miscreant activity. 

Responsibility:  

Primary:. Nil 

Secondary: NIL 

Blameworthy:  

1. JE/C&W/KCG for not being vigilant while ensuring proper locking of windows and doors 

of coach. 

2. IPF/MJF for his failure to provide round the clock security deployment at Medchal station. 

3. On duty Pointsman for not being vigilant while checking the stabled coaches. 

 

2. Brief of the accident (Derailment): On 09.11.20 at NED yard of NED division, Empty coaching 

rake containing 10 coaches on stable line no. 3, while performing shunting with Loco No.11255 

WDM-3D, formation rolled down towards PAU end and GSLRD's rear trolley all four wheels got 

derailed duly uprooting the dead end of stable line. No obstruction was noted to through traffic 

Cause of the Accident: Misjudgement by Pointsman in stopping the loco at appropriate place 

while carrying out shunting  

 Responsibility:  

Primary: Sri. Devender Kumar, P.Man/NED 

Secondary: nil 

Blameworthy: Nil 

Matters brought to light:  

1. As per present SWOD, there is a provision of buffer stop towards PAU end but physically 

dead end has been provided. Having falling gradient of 1 in 260 towards PAU end, there is 

essentially a need of buffer stop to prevent such rolling down cases. This incident could 

have been avoided if buffer stop would have been made available as per SWOD.   

2. Additional precautions to be taken while stabling vehicles/load/train at a station with 

gradient steeper than 1 in 400 have been prescribed under approved special instructions 

and mentioned in SWR of the station. Special instruction for securing of vehicle at stable 

line 03 may be incorporated in the SWR.  

3. There is no provision of lighting arrangement at stable line 03 and this line remains in dark 

during night. During night time, performing shunting in darkness is very difficult. 

4. Out door Dy.SS entry for securing of formation in stable load register is not complete. 

Number of chains, wedges and coaches whose hand brakes were applied or not shall be 

written      



3. Brief of the accident: (Derailment) On 16.11.2020 at about 20.15 hrs, at NPL yard of SC 

division, T. No.W-60/ BOXNHL, while admitting on Goods R&D  Line No. 5, 24th 

wagon(ECOR/22120932061)  from TE front trolley, all 4 wheels derailed after passing Point 

No.20 on plain track and dragged the derailed wagon about 400 meters and uncoupled the 

formation between 23rd wagon and 24th wagons on R&D lines. 

Cause of the Accident: Residual Gypsum of 5 tonnes on LH side of the wagon No. ECoR 

BOXN 22120932061 (loaded by WDSG Siding authorities) and variation in versines. 

Responsibility:  

Primary: WDSG siding Authority/WD i.e. M/S ACC/WD for failing to unload the entire 

consignment of Gypsum material during unloading. 

Secondary: NIL 

Blameworthy: In-charge PWI/NPL 

 

BI-MONTHLY SAFETY AUDIT INSPECTION OF BZA & KCC STATIONS AND BZA-KCC 

SECTION OF VIJAYAWADA DIVISION ON 25.112020 & 26.11.2020 
 

1.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Operating department: 

 

 Route Relay Interlocking Cabin/BZA 

 Route cancellation Register: Shunt signal 64D route was cancelled frequently. It may 

be due to incomplete shunt or short shunt movement. This should be avoided. Reason 

for cancellation is mentioned as ‘shunt 64 cancelled’, which is not appropriate. Proper 

reason for cancellation shall be recorded 

 While receiving the train from GALA via slow line, to despatch trains from Platform 5 or 

6 or 7, OYN is being operated to avoid detention. This is against the provision stipulated 

for OYN in the SWR. 

 OYN: Emergency button for releasing overlap. This is coloured Gray, is to be  operated 

for releasing of overlap if not released automatically after 120 seconds on arrival of the 

train.  

 When trains are received on Platform 4 from north side, fouling mark will not be cleared. 

To despatch train from Platform 3, emergency sub route release is being used, which is 

against the SWR. 

 G-Cabin 

 Sachivalayam Spl Chg E/rake was cancelled on Rd-9 in Goods Yard on 10.11.2020 at 

18.30 hrs. It has been secured as per SR 5.23 but stabled load register is not being 

maintained either by G-Cabin or F-Cabin. It is required to fix complete responsibility on 

one cabin and exchange PN with other cabin. 

 SM/PF-I is maintaining stabled load register for Rd-1 to Rd-5.  For remaining lines, 

there is no stabled load registers. ‘Stabled Load Register’ standard format to be 

supplied to all stations to record all particulars of stabled load uniformly. 

 It is observed from Officers’ Inspection Register that no officer inspected during the 

year 2018. Two inspections were done during the year 2019 and one inspection during 

year 2020. 

 SM /PF- 6&7 



 Checked SMR’s Night Surprise Inspection register. It is found that all inspection activity 

centers in BZA station are not covered in a month. Separate inspection registers to be 

kept at all points where SMR (NG) Coaching is conducting night surprise inspections. 

 

2.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of S&T Department: 

 

 BZA RRI: 

 Opposite to BZA Station near entrance 1, one old type Cast Iron CTB is to be 

replaced by ¼ LB.  

 RRI Annual Inspection was carried out by ADSTE/Tele/BZA on 31-08-2020. The 

deficiencies which are noticed during Joint Inspection are not completed as on date. 

 Joint Inspection of Points & Crossings - Summary Sheet for 4th Quarter deficiencies 

was recorded but not signed. 

 As per Crank handle Register, monthly schedule for September 2020 is not covered. 

 OHE Key Box register kept idle and no record is maintained for blocks. 

 BZA GOODS CABIN: 

 All Signals’ testing are not covered during monthly inspections. 

 Axle Counters for Rd 13 &14 schedules from 06-06-20 to 20-10-20 is not covered in 

monthly inspections. 

 Axle Counters for Rd 15 schedule from Jan 20 to Nov 20 as on date are not 

covered by Quarterly inspections. 

 ADSTE/Tele/BZA Annual Inspection was done on 06/2020, but deficiencies are not 

attended as on date. 

 IPS ROOM Smoke Detector No.2 module defective, to be attended. 

 IPS batteries of North Zone 1100AH and South Zone 1000AH are due for 

replacement hence these batteries to be planned for replacement.  

 Standby IPS batteries of North Zone 300+300AH and South Zone 300+300AH are 

also due for replacement hence batteries to be planned for replacement.  

 Checked joint inspection register for turnouts and last inspection was done on 

26.08.2020 (North Zone-1) 24.09.2020 (North Zone-2) and 17.11.2020 (South 

Zone). Deficiencies noted during joint inspection are to be attended on top priority. 

 Checked OHE joint inspection register and inspection done on 02.09.2020. 

Deficiencies noted during joint inspection to be attended on top priority. 

 RRI SOUTH YARD:- 

 Point No.113BW (TWS POINT),  

 Sleeper nos. 5, 6, 7, 11 & 12 are broken and to be replaced. 

 

 Point No.111AW 

 SRJ Block joints for track circuit 111AT/116T is to be replaced with glued joint. 

 

3.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Engineering  Department: 

 

 BZA Station Yard: 

 It is noted that cess between the lines in the yards and the cess adjoining to the extreme 

lines is generally high and is found to be upto the top of the sleeper level.  This cess is 

filled up with debris / muck at intermittent locations impairing the yard drainage system.  



Engineering officials should ensure that the cess should be cut and lowered so that the 

cess is lower by about 650 mm to 750 mm with respect to the top of the adjoining track 

rail level.  This is a safety item and should be ensured so as to ensure proper drainage, 

retentivity of tamping & track parameters, prevention of pumping at the joints and also to 

reduce possible track circuit failures. 

 Cess on the approach of PF-5 is quite high obstructing the track drainage.  All such 

locations in the yard shall be identified and attended to improve track drainage.  

 Point No.120B - SRJ/GJ joint -new SKV weld is not grinded after welding. 

 A total of 904 isolated broken PSC sleepers in FSL layout are identified in BZA yard. 

These are to be replaced early to avoid unusual incidents in major yard. 

 OHE mast no.1169 to 1191 & 1051 to 1032A on PF No.1 on KI & KCC ends apron, 

track portion is in under signed curve. Most of the PSC sleepers are grooved. GRSP are 

missing / crushed especially under outer rail. 

 Track between Point No.143B to Point No.156 is in curve, Gauge face side greasing is 

not done. Rail flange is fully corroded causing rail section became weak. Outer rail 

needs to be replaced. 

 It is reported that around 6000 Nos of avoidable joints are available in ADEN/BZA sub-

division. An Action plan shall be drawn to wipe out the arrears for smooth running and to 

reduce the maintenance. 

 Inspected the Office and Stores of SSE/P.Way/S/BZA: 

About 200 Nos of 60 kg portions are available in the Store which were stacked on the floor. 

It was stated that the portions were released recently by the Division and since enough 

space is not available in the racks, the portions are stacked on the floor. Though the Store 

Shed is good, the portions shall be stacked on a raised platform to avoid any moisture 

ingress. It shall also be ensured that the portions are utilized before their expiry.   

 Store Depot of SSE/P.Way/N/BZA: 

 Store room ceiling leakage is noticed where welding portions are stored. 

 ‘Write off certificate’ submitted for condemned small track machines in March’20 for 

Abrasive rail cutter (2), Rail drilling machine (2) & Rail cutting machine (saw type-2), but till 

now no approval has come.  

 Motor Trolley between BZA-KCC: 

 The approaches of BZA Yard are not screened with BCM till date, is to be planned for deep 

screening with BCM with co-ordination from all departments concerned.   

 DEN/East/BZA informed that a revenue estimate was processed for procumbent of acute/ 

obtuse crossing of scissor/ diamond crossovers (total 5 nos.) but finance has returned the 

proposal citing fund constraint.  

 Procurement of fittings for such special layouts is a long lead item and since this is a safety 

item, funds issue should be sorted out, for early procurement. 

 It was informed that KZJ Yard and DKJ Yard also have few such special layouts. PCE office 

can compile a list of such special layouts and procurement to be planned treating the matter 

as most important.   

 Major Steel Shallow Girder Bridge No.4A (2x12.60m) at KM 427/35 between BZA-KCC 

Stations: 

a. Plaques containing bridge number is missing 

b. Bridge approach standard RDSO sleepers (9+9) to be provided. 

c. Path-way plates need to be fixed properly. 



d. Re-Girder work is sanctioned. Girders’ manufacturing is in progress. It needs to be ensured 

that work is completed early. 

 Important Bridge No.3KB East (12x89.30) at KM 426/1-427/5 between BZA- KCC 

Stations:  

b. Standard RDSO sleepers (9+9) to be provided on bridge approach.. 

g. Cross girders provided with protective plates to prevent corrosion. These plates are found 

missing at 19 locations. Need to be provided. 

h. Re-railing ramp to be provided on both approaches. 

 Major Ballast Deck on Steel Girder Bridge No.1(5x18.29m) at KM 424/35-425/0 

between BZA-KCC Stations: 

b. Guard rails are provided with 60kg rails.  Plate screws, provided instead of rail screws, are 

to be replaced. 

c. Standard RDSO sleepers (9+9) to be provided on Bridge approach. 

 It is noticed that rail screws provided for guard rail on the approaches of major 

bridges are either away from the foot of the rail or not holding the rail foot with a 

clear gap between the lip of the rail screws and the top of the rail foot.  This problem 

is due to Provision of 52 kg guard rails instead of 60 kg guard rails or incorrect 

drilling of the holes in the PSC sleepers or due to provision of plate screws instead 

of rail screws.  

 P. Way Engineering Officials should take immediate action to rectify the same on 

the approaches of all major bridges, so that guard rails are held firm with PSC 

sleepers and serve the intended purpose.  This item has got direct bearing on safety 

and therefore, this should be attended to on top priority 

 

4.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Electrical Department 

 

 CREW BOOKING LOBBY/BZA 

 It is noted that running staff (LP/ALP/Guard) who are found positive on BA equipment on 

reporting for duty with high values of upto 100 mg / 100 ml, but the same staff when tested 

second time with a hand held equipment, the value was found to be ‘0’ mg / 100 ml within 5 

minutes after the first test.  No remarks / comments are entered by CCC in regard to such 

major deviation between the two tests.  Such type of observation of 0 value in the BA Test 

in the second time even though very high value is recorded in the first BA Test is noticed 

during the Safety Audit by HQ team at different crew lobbies on all Divisions of this Railway.  

This issue needs to be examined and checked thoroughly by Power Officers 

(ADEE/DEE/TRSO & Sr. DEE TRSO) on regular basis. In addition, officials of Safety Dept. 

from the Division may also check this aspect during their inspections. 

 There are more than 8% cases of crew worked more than 12 hrs working in last 3 

months. This should be brought down to 0. 

 Fortnight  Percent

age 

 Aug’20  8.4 

 Sept’20  8.5 

 Oct’20  9.7 
 

 Booking of Crew in ―Fetch as per rule‖ in CMS needs to be improved. Details of last 3 

months is as under. 



 Mont

h 

 Fetch As Per Rule percentage 

 Aug’2

0 

 88.6 

 Sept’

20 

 89.6 

 Oct’2

0 

 89.6 

 

 Guards’ booking is done by On duty TNC. PR details of Guards are not available and not 

being maintained as done for Loco Pilots. Details of PR given to Guards to be extracted 

from CMS and same to be analyzed. 

 Trip shed/BZA 

3-phase loco spare items like Pneumatic valves are not available. Panto pan spares are 

not available.  

 BZA Station: 

On PF-1 at loc: BZA/1032B Structure bond was found cut. Same was fixed with bolt & nut. 

Continuity of the structure bonds & bonds provided for the piers of COP need to be ensured. 

Instead of individual structure bonds, division may plan to run over head steel wire rope from one 

end of the platform to the other end covering all the piers, FOB, masts on the platforms and Earth 

pits are to be provided on either ends of the overhead wire. 

 BZA OHE Depot: 

OHE Reliability works done by this depot: 

 64 TLs over aged catenary wire were replaced at BZA yard, balance to be replaced: 15 TLs 

 Replacement of 3-pulley type ATD from 150 mm to 250 mm was taken up and 6 nos. 

replaced till date. Indented Material, yet to be received. 

 Identified leaning mast at 463 loc. out which 40 loc. load has been shifted and at 140 loc. 

foundation have been casted. 

Due to above OHE Reliability work carried out during lock down/Unlock period, Depot is lagging in 

maintenance of OHE. It has completed 25% of Turnouts, 81% of Crossovers, 57% of SI, 54% of 

ATDs and 50% of CLs on target upto the end of October 2020.  

Depot should put all efforts to complete the shortfall of maintenance schedule. 

 

5.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Mechanical Department: 

 

 INSPECTION OF COACHING DEPOT 

Sr.DME stated that securing and maintenance of battery boxes is with electrical 

maintenance and Sr.DEE/electrical maintenance denied it.  Advised CRSE has to clarify 

and uniform instructions to be issued to all divisions without any confusion as the securing 

of battery box is very important in view of safety. 

 Empty Rake checking of train no.07225/07226Exp on Pit line No.5: 

a. Common defects are of locking provision of split pins for bolt & nut of secondary 

suspension in under truck. 

b. Battery box fixing to sole bar connectives bolts/welding to be locked after while rake 

checking of under gear properly. 

c. AR cylinder fixing bolts are loosening. Need to be checking properly by using 

inspection hammer. 



 ART/Engg: 

 New rails 52kg of 35 Nos are provided on BFR. Released/ second class rails are to be 

provided and these new rails can be used wherever required since rails on BFR are only for 

emergency track restoration at accident spot and remain idle for long duration. 

 List of equipments/material in ART – authorized signed copy of HQ/Division is not available. 

 Nominated staff for ART is not getting BD allowance on par with other staff. Designated 

OS/stores to look after BD equipments/materials in ART since SSE/P.Way/S/BZA store 

materials is not posted /available. Division should initiate to issue the breakdown allowance 

to all the breakdown staff with reference R.B.Lr.No.E(P&A)II-2017/BDA-I, dated 30.08.2017 

which was advised by PCSO  office also vide Lr.No.Safety 157/ART&MRV/Vol-IV of dated 

28.12.2018. 

 INSPECTION OF WAGON ROH DEPOT 

 The floor in the bogies section was broken condition and needs repairs in planned way as 

lot of dust is found during the movement of fork lift trucks and jumbo trucks. 

 Division to go for industrial type flooring for the entire floor through a sanctioned works. 

 INSPECTED  ROH BODY SECTION 

 Concern was expressed about the cases of open doors hitting the signal posts in the recent 

times. It was told that in 3rd generation doors, when two or more door hinges are defective/ 

worked-out, proper closing is not possible and in that situation there may be chance of door 

hitting the signal posts during dynamic conditions of the train. It was also noted that properly 

fixed and fully opened door of BCNHL will not hit signal post as it will be only 550Cms 

(approx) from the end body of the wagon. 

 It was told that the Depot has taken up the work of ‘CONVERSION OF ALL GENERATION 

DOORS TO SLIDING DOORS’ and after that door openings enroute and hitting of s ignal 

post can be minimised. 

 Concern was expressed about the issue of perished/broken EM Pads in the entire zone 

which results the detachment of the wagons across the zone. Inspected the arrangement of 

EM pad and its composition. It was advised to go to the EM pads manufacturing firm’s 

depot (which is nearby Hyderabad, if any) and study the composition of the EM pad and 

also manufacturing process as per the RDSO drawing, for any fault. 

 A drive may be conducted to know the correct cause and analysis for the failure. 

 

 INSPECTION OF MAIN STORES@ROH DEPOT.  

The following table shows the material causing concern.  

S.n

o. 

P.L.NO. Item 

 

AAC 

 

% 

Complia

nce 

Last supply 

date 
Stock on 

hand/fee

ding 

depot 

1. 90221047 CB Channel  

(100x50)mm 

4Mts 0% 13/2/2020 Nil/RYPS 

2. 90511013 C.B.Plate 2.5mm 6Mts 0% 18/2/2019 Nil/RYPS 

3. 90525280 C.B.Plate 3.15mm 4Mts 23% 14/9/2020 Nil/RYPS 

4. 38140214 Brake beam hanger 

support 

192 0% 16/4/2019 Nil/RYPS 

5. 38140949 Brake shoe keys 6941 34% 5/9/2020 Nil/RYPS 

6. 73324395 Split pins 218 48% 7/7/2020 Nil/RYPS 



10x112mm 
 

CWM/WWS/RYPS was advised to ensure supply the above items timely for the safe maintenance 

of the wagons. 

 INSPECTION OF ATC/C&W/BZA 

There are 8 Nos of RRB appointees from GNT division and 1 from BZA division, who are 

undergoing 6 months training at ATC/C&W/BZA since 18/8/2020. When interacted with them, it 

was told that there was no class room teaching so far but only field training from the last 3 months. 

As per the railway board module they need to have class room session before putting into on-job 

training. This is to be planned immediately to educate them about C&W issues and then to learn 

from the field. 

 

*** 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

ATTENTION …….. 

LOCO PILOTS / ASISTANT LOCO PILOTS/GUARDS 

5.21. Loose shunting.— 
Cranes, vehicles containing passengers, workers, explosives, dangerous 
goods or live-stock or any other vehicle that may be specified under special 
instructions, shall not be loose shunted and no loose shunting shall be 

made against them. 

ATTENTION …….. S&T staff   

Appendix XI, II-6-ii. I- Do’s for S&T staff. 
7. Ensure that all the seals on the emergency buttons on the panel are intact. 
8. Ensure that anti-tilting arrangements are available for track relays. 
9. Ensure staggering of polarity of track circuits. 
10. Ensure that cables are meggered once in a year. 
11. Check records of Line Clear cancellations, emergency route cancellations, issue 

of pilot memos, use of emergency crank handles, resetting of axle counters and 

other emergency counters. 

ATTENTION …….. Engineering   

S.R.15.25.1.Railway Officials permitted to use motor trollies:- 
No official can place a motor trolly on line, unless he holds a competency certificate. 
Officers of Engineering, Traction Distribution, S&T, Operating and Commercial 
departments and such Inspectors of these departments as may be authorized and 
motor trolly Drivers are permitted to operate motor trollies, subject to their being 
certified competent by the authorised officer as mentioned below:- 

Category of Staff Officer authorized to issue 
competency certificate 

Group ‗C‘ staff of the division 
Officers of the division 
Officers in headquarters of the railway 
(other than deputy/ heads of department 
and above) 

DSO 
DRM 
 
CSO 

 

ATTENTION …….. 

STATION MASTERS 

S.R.5.06.1. The Station Working Rules shall be read in conjunction with General and 

Subsidiary Rules and Block Working Manuals. The Station Working Rules in no way 

supersede any rule in the above books. The language of SWR should be simple, brief 

and unambiguous applying provision of rules to the specific condition at the relevant 

station. Extracts of GRs and SRs shall not be reproduced. However, relevant GR/SR 

numbers may be mentioned in the brackets against relevant para. The SWR shall be 

carefully checked up at the stations to see that they are correct and are in accordance 

with the conditions at site. The AuthorisedOfficer may, however be approached for any 

technical advice. 


